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Smart Led Bulb Laxihub LAE14S (2-pack) WiFi Bluetooth Tuya 
The Laxihub LAE14S smart LED light bulb will create a unique atmosphere in your home. The product offers up to 16 million colors and 8
color scenes, so you can easily match the type of lighting to a specific situation. What's more, you can adjust the brightness level from 5
-  100%,  use  the  timer  function  and create  schedules.  A  dedicated  app is  responsible  for  convenient  operation  of  the  bulb,  moreover,
LAE14S is compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google Home, so you can control it through voice commands.
 
A unique ambience for any occasion
With the smart LED bulb, you can create the perfect ambience for a successful movie night, an unforgettable dance party or a romantic
dinner. The bulb allows you to choose from 16 million colors, in addition, it offers 8 preset color scenes. You can also adjust its brightness
level and adapt it to many different situations.
 
Convenient control
Want to change the type of lighting without moving from the couch? Just download the dedicated TUYA app, which is compatible with
Android and iOS, and connect to 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi. What's more, the product works with Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant voice assistants
- so you can conveniently control the bulb from within the app or with simple voice commands. The bulb also works with the Arenti and
Smart Life apps.
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To the rhythm of your favorite music
Do you like to spend time with friends and music is an integral part of your gatherings? The Laxihub LAE14S smart LED bulb will be great
for your party, as it offers a function of synchronization with music and provides interesting lighting effects to the rhythm of your favorite
songs. This is the perfect solution to surprise your friends and guarantee a successful party.
 
Tailored to your lifestyle
The LAE14S offers a schedule function, so you can plan its operation in advance. Just use the dedicated app and set the times you want
the bulb to turn on and off. So you can fall asleep and wake up with soft lighting, without worrying about the light being on during the
night.
 
Manufacturer
Laxihub
Model
LAE14S
Pieces per pack
2
Application
Tuya, Arenti, Smart Life
Wireless technology
Wi-Fi
Frequency
2.4 GHz
Input voltage
220-240 V AC 50 Hz
Thread
E14
Power
4,5 W
Brightness
350 lm
Color of light
RGB + warm / cold white
Color temperature
2700 - 6500 K
Bulb life
15 000 hours
Working temperature
-10 - 40 ° C
Energy class
A+
Dimensions
Ø 37.5 mm x 106 mm

Price:

€ 15.01
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